Serving World since 1978

JK has Exporting world wide and having satisfied customers. We have earned million smiles in Sri lanka, Dubai, Singapore, Egypt, Sudan, South Africa, Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria, Indonesia, Australia, Saudi Arabia, Mexico, tanzania, Iran & many more.

The JK Liners inspire its employees to be the best they can be. We engage in sustainable practices and anticipate the needs of our customers. We focus to maintain quality in our products.

www.jkliners.com

JAYKISHAN ENGINEERING CO.
C-18, JAGANNATH IND. ESTATE N.H.ROAD,
RAKHIAL, AHMEDABAD 380023, GUJ. INDIA.
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Cylinder Liners
Sleeves
Air Cooled Blocks
Piston Pin
Valve Guide

www.jkliners.com
Jaykishan Engineering Co has been founded by Mr.Dilip Shah in 1978. Since the Times of it’s establishment up to the Present Moment Jaykishan Engineering Co has become a reliable Strong Manufacturer in international market in the Field of Various Types of Engine Parts under the Brand name “JK”.

JK Product, the Prominent name in Engine Assembly Components include the Largest range for cars, Trucks, Two and Three Wheelers, Tractors, Sprayers Equipment and Stationary Diesel Engines. The Company has been engaged in Manufacturing of Engine Parts, i.e. Cylinder Liner, Sleeve, Air Cooled block, Piston Pin and Valve Guide.

Our product is outcomse of almost last three decades manufacturing expertise and development of in house facility to achieve International standard. These parts are made on the latest machines equipment specially tailored for the manufacturer of fine and accurate finish. JK Products are guaranteed against all Manufacturing Defects. Jaykishan engineering has a large atmosphere controlled inspection Lab with all the necessary equipment and expertise to insure that parts received will conform to customer’s specification.

The Company is already Exporting 100% of Annual Production in the Middle East, Far East ,South & North Americans, Africans, Meditteranian & Europe Countries.

### PRODUCTS

#### Cylinder Liners and Sleeves

Cylinder Liner (Wet Liners) & Sleeve (Dry Liners) of all type of Engine, Tractors, Cars, Trucks, Compressor,& Generators and also we manufacture and export as per customers required specifications, drawings or samples.

We have facility to develop any type or size of fully finished & pre-honed Cylinder Liner & Sleeve which can be fitted directly in engines with no further machining required before or after its fitment.

#### Air cooled blocks

We offer air cooled block and casting of these block is done in grey cast iron of Grade 25 in such a way so as to achieve paralytic structure free from ferrite and graphitic (max up to 2-3%). Air cooled block are cast by shell molding process and used for diesel engines, automobile engines.

#### Piston Pin

We offer a extensive range in piston pins, which find applications in automobiles, tractors, diesel and industrial engines, air & gas compressors. Further, we develop these piston pins from alloy steel of super grade, which ensures their reliable quality and trouble free performance.

#### Valve Guide

We offer a extensive range in Valve guide from the size range of 1” to 24”. Valve Guide made from grey cast iron alloy & Brass as per the customer demand. Valve Guide covers wide range of application for Automobiles, Tractors, industrial & Diesel Engines.

#### APPLICATION FOR EVERY KIND OF ENGINE AVAILABLE

At JK, we make Cylinder Liners & Sleeves for every kind of engine as per the drawing/ specification provided by our customers. These applications includes for 2 & 3 wheelers, Cars, Tractors, Trucks, Marine Engine, Heavy Duty Engines, Power Generation Engines, Railways, Hydraulics and Automatic Transmissions.